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Modals express different forces:

possibility (◊) ‘You can/may/… draw a circle’

necessity (□) ‘You must/have to/… draw a circle’

→When and how do children figure out the force of a given modal?

Introduction

{can, could, might, may...} = POSSIBILITY (◊)

{must, should, have to...} = NECESSITY (□)



✓ Children over-accept possibility modals in necessity situations

✓ Children accept necessity modals in possibility situations

→Do children know the force of their modals?

→How do they come to this knowledge?

Background
Comprehension experiments
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(e.g. Noveck 2001; Ozturk & Papafragou 2015)
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Introduction
The learning problem

• Problem 1:

→What is necessary is always possible: 

What prevents children from hypothesizing ◊ for necessity modals? 

• Problem 2: (Gleitman 1990)

→◊ and □ have no reliable physical correlates: 

How do we know what speakers mean when they use them?

Entailment problem: □ p → ◊ p

Observability problem: What do ◊ and □ look like?
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Introduction
Solving the entailment problem

▪ H1: Learning bias towards necessity (‘strong’) meanings    (à la Berwick 1985)

---

→ We show that children don’t need this to solve the Entailment Problem

→ Children’s productions suggest that they don’t have such a bias

Entailment problem: □ p → ◊ p
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Introduction
Solving the entailment problem

▪ H2: negative environments/negation (Gualmini and Schwarz 2009)

Rationale:

→ How frequent and informative are negated necessity modals? 

Entailment problem: □ p → ◊ p

‘You don’t have to draw a circle’ used in a possibility situation

- If have to meant ◊, not have to would mean ¬◊

- But then, it could not be used in a possibility situation

- Therefore: have to has to mean □
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Introduction
Solving the entailment problem

▪ H2: negative environments/negation (Gualmini and Schwarz 2009)

Problem: Some necessity modals outscope negation     (Iatridou and Zeijlstra 2013)

- ‘You mustn’t draw a circle’ □ ¬ 

- ‘You can’t draw a circle’ ¬ ◊

- ‘You don’t have to draw a circle’ ¬ □

→ Negation might hurt more than it helps

Entailment problem: □ p → ◊ p

¬ ◊ ~ □ ¬
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Introduction
Solving the entailment problem

▪ H3: information from the conversational context 

Children learn force based on how modals are used by speakers

- ‘You ____ draw a circle.’ → ?

- ‘You ____ eat your broccoli!’

---

Entailment problem: □ p → ◊ p
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Introduction
Solving the entailment problem

▪ H3: information from the conversational context 

Children learn force based on how modals are used by speakers

- ‘You ____ draw a circle.’ → ?

- ‘You #can /have to eat your broccoli!’ → order → □ ?

- ‘You can /#have to take a cookie.’ → permission → ◊ ?

Entailment problem: □ p → ◊ p
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Introduction
Solving the entailment problem

▪ H3: information from the conversational context 

Children learn force based on how modals are used by speakers

- ‘You ____ draw a circle.’ → ?

- ‘You #can /have to eat your broccoli!’ → order → □ ?

- ‘You can /#have to take a cookie.’ → permission → ◊ ?

→ How informative is the context of use about force? 

→ How can we measure the informativity of conversational context?

Entailment problem: □ p → ◊ p
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Introduction
Main take aways

- Learners don’t need (and don’t have?) a necessity learning bias: 

- They seem to master possibility modals early, 

- and show more difficulties with necessity modals

- Learners don’t need to (and cannot?) rely on negation: 

- It might be more hurtful than helpful, given irregularity of scope

- The observability problem is not a problem in practice 

- They can learn force based on understanding how modals are used by speakers
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1. Input study
▪ Corpus study

- How are possibility and necessity modals distributed in the input? 

- How frequent is negation?  

▪ Experiment

- How informative is the context about force? 

- Effect of negation and flavor? 

2. Children’s modal productions
▪ Corpus study: What modals do children produce?

▪ Experiment: Do children use their modals in an adult-like way?

3. Conclusions

Outline
When and how do children learn modal force?



1. Input study
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What are children exposed to?
- Corpus: How are possibility and necessity modals distributed in the input? 

- Experiment: How informative is the context about force?
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• Manchester Corpus (Theakston et al., 2001) of UK English 

(CHILDES database, MacWhinney 2000)

• 12 child-mother pairs 

• Age range: 2;00-3;00

• Recorded in unstructured play sessions

• Modals auxiliaries and semi-auxiliaries: 

26,598 of 564,625 total utterances (adult: 20,756; child: 5,842)

Excluding repetitions (6.7%): adult: 19,986; child: 4,844

• Modals coded for force, flavor and negation

1.1 Corpus study
Methods
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✓ Possibility modals more frequent than necessity modals in the input  

ADULT (n=19986)

POSSIBILITY 14491 72.5%
can 11472 57.4%

could 1449 7.3%
might 1216 6.1%

able to 315 1.6%
may 39 0.2%

NECESSITY 5495 27.5%
have to 2398 12.0%

got to 940 4.7%
should 793 4.0%

need to 493 2.5%
must 452 2.3%

supposed to 335 1.7%
ought to 84 0.4%

1.1 Corpus study
Results: modal lemmas by force



✓Necessity modals are rare with negation

s16

1.1 Corpus study
Results: negation

Negated modals

Possibility modals

Necessity modals

e.g. can’t

20.9%

e.g. mustn’t

10.1%



✓Necessity modals rare with negation
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1.1 Corpus study
Results: negation

Negated modals

Possibility modals

Necessity modals

4.5% 1.1% 22.8% 17.0% 15.8% 31.3% 8.4%

have to got to should need to must supposed ought to

20.9%

10.1%



✓Necessity modals rare with negation

✓Negation more frequent for necessity modals outscoping negation (e.g. must)
18

1.1 Corpus study
Results: negation

Negated modals

Possibility modals

Necessity modals

4.5% 1.1% 22.8% 17.0% 15.8% 31.3% 8.4%

have to got to should need to must supposed ought to

20.9%

10.1%
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1.1 Corpus study
Results: interaction with flavor

✓Epistemic uses are overall rare (see van Dooren et al. 2017)

root epistemic

8.8% 

91.2% 

- root (e.g. deontic): given certain rules… ‘You can/must draw a circle.’

- epistemic: given the evidence… ‘You might/must have the flu.’ 
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1.1 Corpus study
Results: interaction with flavor

✓Negation rare on epistemic modals

root epistemic

Negated modals

Possibility modals

Necessity modals

22.6% 

10.5% 

2.6% 
5.2% 



✓ Possibility modals are more frequent than necessity modals

✓Negation rare with necessity modals; most cases involve modals that 
outscope negation

→ How informative is the conversational context in which modals are used?

1.1 Corpus study
Summary
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How informative is the conversational context?

- How easy is it to identify force from conversational context alone?

- Is there a difference in informativity:

- force (possibility vs. necessity)?

- flavor (epistemic vs. root)?

- negation?

1.2 Experiment

(Human Simulation Paradigm, Gillette et al., 1998)
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MOTHER: there's a knot here that's got tooth marks in it.

MOTHER: there. 

MOTHER: have you been chewing that? 

CHILD: no. 

MOTHER: haven't you? 

CHILD: no

CHILD: I haven’t. 

MOTHER: _______ be mice then.

1.2 Experiment
Methods
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MOTHER: there's a knot here that's got tooth marks in it.

MOTHER: there. 

MOTHER: have you been chewing that? 

CHILD: no. 

MOTHER: haven't you? 

CHILD: no

CHILD: I haven’t. 

MOTHER: must be mice then.

1.2 Experiment
Methods
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Experiment run online via IBEX/Amazon MT

Contexts taken from the Manchester corpus

40 contexts/participant: 10 possibility, 10 necessity; 20 controls (e.g. will see vs. saw) 

Conditions (between participants)

- Epi-AFF: might vs. must

- Root-AFF: can vs. have to

- Root-NEG: can’t vs. don’t have to

1.2 Experiment
Methods



***

***

*** *** ***

***
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216 (adult) participants recruited on Amazon MTurk, language: US English
after exclusion on controls (2.3%): 210 participants

3 groups (between participants): epi-AFF: 71; root-AFF: 69; root-NEG : 70

1.2 Experiment
Results: how informative is the context about force?

Possibility contexts

Necessity contexts

epi-AFF root-AFF root-NEG

✓ Context is informative about 

force (mean accuracy: 79.9%)
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216 (adult) participants recruited on Amazon MTurk, language: US English
after exclusion on controls (2.3%): 210 participants

3 groups (between participants): epi-AFF: 71; root-AFF: 69; root-NEG : 70

1.2 Experiment
Results: how informative is the context about force?

Possibility contexts

Necessity contexts

epi-AFF root-AFF root-NEG

✓ Context is informative about 

force (mean accuracy: 79.9%)

✓ No difference between 

possibility and necessity 

(for affirmative contexts)

***

***

*** *** ***

***

NS NS
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1.2 Experiment
Results: effect of negation

Possibility contexts

Necessity contexts

root-AFF root-NEG

can vs can’t: χ2 (1) = 2.29, p = .13

have-to vs. not have to: χ2 (1) = 6.45, p = .011 *

Interaction Effect: 

χ 2 (1) = 7.9, p = .0047 **

**

✓ Lower performance for negated necessity

MOTHER: here we go. 

MOTHER: oh. 

MOTHER: .... 

CHILD: that’s it. 

MOTHER: are you gonna fix it? 

CHILD: off. 

CHILD: Mummy fix it. 

MOTHER: Mummy _______ fix it.

can’t doesn’t have to

61.3%
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1.2 Experiment
Results: effect of negation

Possibility contexts

Necessity contexts

root-AFF root-NEG

can vs can’t: χ2 (1) = 2.29, p = .13

have-to vs. not have to: χ2 (1) = 6.45, p = .011 *

Interaction Effect: 

χ 2 (1) = 7.9, p = .0047 **

**

✓ Lower performance for negated necessity

MOTHER: here we go. 

MOTHER: oh. 

MOTHER: .... 

CHILD: that’s it. 

MOTHER: are you gonna fix it? 

CHILD: off. 

CHILD: Mummy fix it. 

MOTHER: Mummy doesn’t have to fix it.

can’t doesn’t have to

Accuracy:

9.1%
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✓Conversational context is informative about both forces

→ Learners don’t need to have a bias towards necessity meanings

→ Learners don’t need to rely on negation

1.2 Experiment
Discussion: how informative is conversational context about force?
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→What aspects of the conversational context give away force?

Contexts with highest/lowest accuracy:

- root: undesirable prejacent associated with necessity?

‘You #can/have to eat your broccoli!’

- epistemic: salient justification associated with necessity?

‘It is not here, so it #might/must be in your room.’

1.2 Experiment
Discussion: how informative is conversational context about force?

[…] MOTHER: what happened to Mummy? 

CHILD: poorly. 

MOTHER: she’s poorly, is she? 

MOTHER: she _______ go to the hospital. 

Accuracy:

96.6%

[…] CHILD: he’s lost his hat. 

MOTHER: he has. 

MOTHER; yeah

MOTHER: it _______ have been windy eh? 

Accuracy:

92.1%
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Negation might not be very useful to figure out necessity modals:

- Corpus: negation infrequent with necessity modals (10.1%)

- Problems from scope: some necessity modals (e.g. must) outscope negation

- Experiment: low accuracy on negated necessity contexts (61.3%)

Negation might help figure out possibility modals: 

- Corpus: negated possibility modals are more frequent (20.9%)

- Problems from scope with epistemic (e.g. might), but epistemic possibility 

modals are rare

- Experiment: high accuracy on negated possibility contexts (89.5%)

1.2 Input study
Discussion: using negation to learn force?



2. Children’s productions
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- Corpus study: What modals do children produce?

- Experiment: Do children use their modals in an adult-like way?
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2.1 Corpus study
Children’s productions: modals by force

Children’s productions in the Manchester corpus (2-3 y.o.):

✓Children produce even fewer necessity modals than adults

20.7% 27.5%

Adults (n = 18,853) Children (n=4800)
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2.1 Corpus study
Children’s productions: negation

e.g. can’t

51.0%

e.g. mustn't

5.2%

✓Children produce many negated possibility modals, but very few negated 
necessity modals

→ Do children use their modals in an adult-like way? 

Negated modals

Possibility modals

Necessity modalsAdults (n = 18,853) Children (n=4800)

Children’s productions in the Manchester corpus (2-3 y.o.):
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→How good are adults at guessing children’s modals?

2.2 Experiment
Children’s productions
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→How good are adults at guessing children’s modals?

2.2 Experiment
Children’s productions
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→How good are adults at guessing children’s modals?

Same conditions (between participants)

- Epi-AFF: might vs. must

- Root-AFF: can vs. have to

- Root-NEG: can’t vs. don’t have to

2.2 Experiment
Children’s productions
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219 (adult) participants recruited on Amazon MTurk, language: US English
after exclusion on controls (7.3%): 203 participants

3 groups (between participants): epi-AFF: 68; root-AFF: 70; root-NEG : 65

2.2 Experiment
Children’s productions: results

Possibility contexts

Necessity contexts

epi-AFF root-AFF root-NEG

***
***

***
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219 (adult) participants recruited on Amazon MTurk, language: US English
after exclusion on controls (7.3%): 203 participants

3 groups (between participants): epi-AFF: 68; root-AFF: 70; root-NEG : 65

Possibility contexts

Necessity contexts

epi-AFF root-AFF root-NEG

✓ Children use possibility modals 

in an adult-like way 
75.6%

88.2%
79.6%

2.2 Experiment
Children’s productions: results
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219 (adult) participants recruited on Amazon MTurk, language: US English
after exclusion on controls (7.3%): 203 participants

3 groups (between participants): epi-AFF: 68; root-AFF: 70; root-NEG : 65

Possibility contexts

Necessity contexts

epi-AFF root-AFF root-NEG

56.8%

32.3%

60.2%

✓ Children use possibility modals 

in an adult-like way 

✓ But not necessity modals

2.2 Experiment
Children’s productions: results
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219 (adult) participants recruited on Amazon MTurk, language: US English
after exclusion on controls (7.3%): 203 participants

3 groups (between participants): epi-AFF: 68; root-AFF: 70; root-NEG : 65

Possibility contexts

Necessity contexts

epi-AFF root-AFF root-NEG

32.3%

✓ Children use possibility modals 

in an adult-like way 

✓ But not necessity modals

✓ Beyond being rare, their 

negated necessity modals are 

especially unclear

2.2 Experiment
Children’s productions: results
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CHILD: oh.

CHILD: just here.

CHILD: ...

CHILD: what shall I put first?

CHILD: that.

CHILD: what’s that?

MOTHER: pardon?

CHILD: I have to see a cat.

(Becky, 02:08.16)

2.2 Experiment
Children’s productions: results

Accuracy:

2.9%
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CHILD: oh.

CHILD: just here.

CHILD: ...

CHILD: what shall I put first?

CHILD: that.

CHILD: what’s that?

MOTHER: pardon?

CHILD: I have to see a cat.

(Becky, 02:08.16)

Accuracy:

2.9%

CHILD:... no eggs.

MOTHER: I thought we had all of these eggs.

CHILD: they not.

CHILD: they go in the bag.

CHILD: they go in there.

MOTHER: you’re putting them back in there

now, are you?

CHILD: you ______ eat them.

(Carl, 2;08.07)

2.2 Experiment
Children’s productions: results
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CHILD: oh.

CHILD: just here.

CHILD: ...

CHILD: what shall I put first?

CHILD: that.

CHILD: what’s that?

MOTHER: pardon?

CHILD: I have to see a cat.

(Becky, 02:08.16)

Accuracy:

2.9%

CHILD:... no eggs.

MOTHER: I thought we had all of these eggs.

CHILD: they not.

CHILD: they go in the bag.

CHILD: they go in there.

MOTHER: you’re putting them back in there

now, are you?

CHILD: you don’t have to eat them.

(Carl, 2;08.07)

Accuracy: 

20.0%

2.2 Experiment
Children’s productions: results
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2.2 Experiment
Children’s productions: discussion

• Mean accuracy for children’s possibility modals: 82.1% 

Children seem to use their possibility modals in an adult like way

→ Early mastery of possibility modals

• Mean accuracy for children’s necessity modals: 50.1%

Children seem to use necessity modals in a non adult like way

→ Delay with necessity modals?

• In line with results from comprehension studies (e.g. Ozturk and Papafragou 2015):

- over-accept possibility modals in necessity situations: no alternative

- accept necessity modals in possibility situations: they don’t know their force  
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2.2 Experiment
Children’s productions: discussion

Puzzle: 

Conversational context informative about both forces. 

So why do children have difficulty with necessity modals?

→Is the entailment problem real? 

Do children assume ◊ for necessity modals?

Not necessarily:

- quantity of input: necessity modals are rare

- interaction with negation



3. Conclusions
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Conclusions
When and how do children figure out force?

{can, could, might, may...} = POSSIBILITY (◊)

{must, should, have to...} = NECESSITY (□)
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Conclusions
When?

• Children seem to master possibility modals early (before 2 y.o.):

- Corpus: use them frequently and productively (with/without negation)

- Experiment: seem to use them in an adult-like way

• Children seem to have more difficulties with necessity modals:

- Corpus: produce them less frequently; especially with negation

- Experiment: seem to not use them in an adult-like way
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Conclusions
How?

→ How do children eventually figure out force? 

H1 Necessity learning bias X
- children’s productions 

(corpus and experiment)
- earlier experimental results

H2 Negative environments X
- low frequency in input
- HSP: not very informative
- problems from scope

H3 Information from
conversational context

✓

- context is informative about force: 
children can in principle learn force 
based on how modals are used

Entailment problem: □ p → ◊ p
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Conclusions
How?

→ How do children eventually figure out force? 

H1 Necessity learning bias X
- children’s productions 

(corpus and experiment)
- earlier experimental results

H2 Negative environments X
- low frequency in input
- experiment: not very informative
- problems from scope

Entailment problem: □ p → ◊ p
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Conclusions
How?

→ How do children eventually figure out force? 

H1 Necessity learning bias X
- children’s productions 

(corpus and experiment)
- earlier experimental results

H2 Negative environments X
- low frequency in input
- experiment: not very informative
- problems from scope

H3 Information from
conversational context

✓

- context is informative about force: 
children can in principle learn force 
based on how modals are used

Entailment problem: □ p → ◊ p
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Conclusions
How?

If children can pick up on conversational cues like adults do, they 
can figure out force without relying on negation or a necessity bias



Thanks!
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Appendixes
Modals and negation

• Possibility modals

- Jo can’troot draw. ¬ ◊ *◊ ¬

- Jo mightepistemic not draw. * ¬ ◊ ◊ ¬

- Jo mayroot/epistemic not draw.

root: ‘it is not possible that Jo draws’ ¬ ◊ *◊ ¬

epistemic: ‘it is possible that Jo does not draw’ * ¬ ◊ ◊ ¬

• Necessity modals

- Jo must not/should not draw.

epistemic/root: ‘it is necessary that Jo does not draw’ □ ¬ *¬ □

- Jo needn’t draw.

epistemic/root: ‘it is not necessary that Jo draws.’ * □ ¬ ¬ □

- Jo doesn’t have to draw.

epistemic/root: ‘it is not necessary that Jo draws.’ * □ ¬ ¬ □
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Appendixes
HSP experiment – full results

 possibility necessity 

ROOT-AFF-1 85.1% (0.026) 42.6% (0.039) 
ROOT-AFF-2 79.6% (0.041) 60.2% (0.060) 
ROOT-NEG 88.2% (0.027) 32.3% (0.050) 
EPI-AFF 75.6% (0.050) 56.8% (0.047) 

all 82.1% (0.019) 50.1% (0.028) 

ALL 67.4% (0.021) 
 

 possibility necessity 

ROOT-AFF-1 91.7% (0.027) 71.7% (0.054) 
ROOT-AFF-2 81.5% (0.053) 82.0% (0.052) 
ROOT-NEG 89.5% (0.031) 61.3% (0.065) 
EPI-AFF 87.2% (0.028) 74.3% (0.049) 

all 87.5% (0.018) 72.3% (0.028) 

ALL 79.9% (0.018) 
 

 

Test condition (between participants) 

Modal lemma (within participants) 

possibility necessity 

EPI-AFF (epistemic affirmative) might must 

ROOT-AFF (root affirmative)  ROOT-AFF-1 can must 

 ROOT-AFF-2 can/able have to 

ROOT-NEG (root negative) can’t/not able not have to 
 

ch
ild

re
n

’s
 u

se
s

ad
u

lt
s’

 u
se

s
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Appendixes
HSP experiment – adults’ vs. children’s productions



Experiment run online via IBEX/Amazon MT

570 participants (Language: US English)

Contexts taken from the Manchester corpus 
for 4 different modals (between subject)

- POSSIBILITY: can, could

- NECESSITY: must, should

Each subject sees 4 different dialogues overall, makes a guess after each

4 conditions of sentence type (within subjects)
• declarative (baseline) you _ be careful getting down that way.

• negation you _ n't bang it into your car.

• interrogative how many chairs _ there be, Becky?

• tag-questions you _ say you're very sorry, _n't you?
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Appendixes
‘Fill in the blank’ HSP: methods
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POSSIBILITY NECESSITY
P-answer N-answer X-answer P-answer N-answer X-answer

can 63.8% 14.3% 21.9% must 14.9% 69.1% 16.1%

could 63.3% 23.4% 13.3% should 15.5% 68.4% 16.1%

→ Participants guess the force 
correctly: Contexts are informative 
about force! 

→ No effect of force 
(χ² (1) = 3.17, p = 0.075)

NS

Appendixes
‘Fill in the blank’ HSP: accuracy by force
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→ All non declarative
sentence type decrease
accuracy

→ Explanation: 
competition with do?

affirmative negative interrogative tag-question

POSSIBILITY 69.4% 65.8% 56.7% 54.0%

NECESSITY 73.6% 68.3% 59.5% 68.2%

- interrogative vs. affirmative: χ² (1)  = 16.083, p < .001 ***
- negation vs. affirmative: χ² (1) = 4.3487, p = .037 *
- tag-question vs. affirmative:  χ² (1) =  12.2, p < 0.001 *** 

***
*

******
*

Appendixes
‘Fill in the blank’ HSP: effect of sentence-type


